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An AI Platform to model and address 
Sustainability challenges through design 
and data 

Simulate Now: Know your problem
Optimize Next: Improve continuously 
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Amplo Global Inc.’s offer on Sustainability
AmploFly4.0™ enables an organization’s strategy to execute sustainability program.

Through a process of data analysis and simulations, it does the following key things:

• Evaluates the existing or new strategy and measures to enable a continuous process 
improvement 

• Considers the impact on assets and earnings
• Defines the current and future positions among the suppliers and customers in the entire 

value chain
• Checks the usefulness of the resources involved in the sustainability program
• Manages risk and makes the organization ready for transformation programs
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We help an organization drive its journey through the 5+1 critical steps with 
AI led strategy to effectively formulate its roadmap to 4.0 efficiencies.

AmpMarking Capability 
Modeling

Performance 
Measuring

Design 
Thinking

Roadmapping

ASSESS ANALYZE ADDRESS ADAPT ADVANCE

Data Economy
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DATA SOURCES Strategic outcomes

Financial Data
(Funding Source and IT function)

IT Staffing Data

IT Asset View

IT Functional Resources View

Spending Distribution

Portfolio Trends

People related 
information

Process related 
information

Machine related 
information

Data related Information/Machine Data
Stakeholder 
Interviews

Customized 
Questionnaire
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System logs Configuration Data Nodes Data Collection Knowledge Bank

Values to your 
organization

A revolutionary concept to actuate the data-led value.

Providing Digital Experience Adoption Rate Faster than ever 
with productized design and data led AmploFly4.0™

Leverage data from connected products 
to create high quality data driven 

insights

Data Security, Privacy and Integration

Profitability

Removal of data silos across 
organization

Best practice implementations

Process Simulation

Cost Centre to Profit Centre

Data Monetization

E-Marketplace

Regulatory Compliance

Data Quality

Design 

Data
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Quantify
Business ROI 

against 
investments

Transform
Digital 

Strategy & 
Understandin

g

Improve
Market 

Performance

Integrate
Processes & 

Delivery

Enhance
Visibility to 
Operational 

KPIs

Leverage
Data 

– Internal
& External 
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The cloud-based, self-directed data and 
design-led platform enables you to...
• self-direct your strategy in a 

quantifiable manner
• improve interconnectivity
• achieve greater information 

transparency
• reimagine your supply chain
• refine your customer relationships
• recharge your company culture

Amplo Global’s External Data, Organization Data and 
Empathy Data leads to capability twinning before, 
during and after any program run

Outcom
es 

andOutput
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Typical pain-points on Sustainability as gleaned from conversations
Typical Client Conversations

Failure to recognize a link to value drivers

Lack of skills/knowledge of middle-senior management

Differing definitions of CSR across regions and cultures

Lack of recognition from the financial markets

Competing strategic priorities

Complexity of implementing Sustainability strategy

Including sustainability objectives in employee performance assessment

Embedding sustainability into strategy and operations of subsidiaries

Embedding sustainability into strategy and operations of supply chains and in board room discussions

Measuring positive and negative impacts of activities

Embedding metrics to track performance against sustainability objectives



Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized  Amplo Global personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any 
unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.

AmploFly4.0 Platform – in Action

7

AmpMarking Capability 
Modeling

Performance 
Measuring

Design 
Thinking

Roadmapping

ASSESS ANALYZE ADDRESS ADAPT ADVANCE

How do I orient my 
business? 

What’s the right 
business model? 

How’s the team performing? Any Re-
skilling?
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Discovery, Strategy Digital apps, data 
and solutions Engineering Monitoring & 

operations
Design & innovation 

management

Emission levels 
assessment 

Sourcing & supply 
chain strategy

Target net zero 
operating model

Sustainable 
technologies 
innovation

Brand & marketing

Service design & blue 
printing

Circular & transition 
design

Product and packaging 
design

Product lifecycle 
management

Emissions and waste 
management 
engineering

VLSI & systems 
engineering

Connected 
transportation & 

logistics

Facilities & power 
systems engineering

Automation & robotics

Mixed reality and 
immersion

Governance, 
compliance and risk 

management

EHS platforms & apps 
implementation

Data & ecosystem 
integration

Net zero roadmap & 
strategy

Energy & waste, 
metering & billing

Supply chain solutions

Sensing, inspections & 
monitoring

Asset management & 
Field service

Cognitive solutions

Brand risk and 
reputation

Social engagement

Sustainability content 
marketing

User experience & 
engagement

Green IT & cloud 
transformation

Facilities & 
infrastructure 

monitoring

IT infrastructure 
optimization & 

monitoring

ESG reporting & 
analytics

Smart cities & 
infrastructure

Amplo Global’s comprehensive models to address the shift in the 
ESG reporting – Measure, rank and score your capabilities in 
AmploFly4.0™

Each brick is a 
capability in 

AmploFly4.0™
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Start from Outside In View – Normally this would take a considerable time to 
establish the competitive observation; AmploFly4.0™ provides this immediately.
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How a large cloud-based sustainability solution provider upsold their licenses 
and services based on Heatmap Analysis on AmploFly4.0™ – Use Case

1
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Supply Chain Management – A midsize CPG company reduces 
return cost by enabling biophilic manufacturing through 
AmploFly4.0™

Situation
The company was facing significant losses due to return of fig bar lots. The Supply Chain and Food Modernization group could not figure out 
where the issue has been. The overall manufacturing has been very much organic and has been very well maintained. Plants follow standard 
processes to make the bars. Amplo Global was called in to investigate the state. 

Contributing Factors
The whole inbound inspection was manual.  When suppliers' materials are received, they are fully inspected by individuals. There has been no 
camera in front or end of manufacturing line.  Air pressure, Temperature, etc. were not monitored at regular intervals. 

Challenges
Though very sophisticated, the organization was challenged by end-to-end visibility problems, no real time analysis and no access to 
supplier data. 

Modularized Solution from Amplo Global Inc.
An AmploFly4.0™-led transformation streamlined the supply chain, enhancing company profitability and the overall experience. That 
transformation first focused on enabling real time end to end visibility with Control Tower 4.0, revealing supplier risks and manufacturing 
demand to produce high quality athlete bars. Enabling the manufacturing with biophilic design control, the quality of bars improved 
significantly. Every three hours temperature, pressure and bar brittleness measured. Data analytics are run on these data. 

Additional Benefits
As a result of the AmploFly4.0 journey, a new framework was developed to maximize existing technology and automate repetitive and 
mechanical tasks. The creation of a Balanced Scorecard for measuring and tracking KPIs for employees increased efficiency and improved 
productiveness. User experience scoring confirmed employee satisfaction.  An immediate benefit of 11% on bottom line was recorded. 
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Sustainability: A power sector company wanted to 
create an integrated platform for their businesses for 
ESG & Sustainability data

Situation
A power sector company wanted to create an integrated platform for their 3 businesses for various data 
pertaining to ESG and sustainability from various locations pan India having 7 power plants & 36 operating sites 
& 11,000 km of transmission lines.

Contributing Factors
The company needed to have this platform available for 100 users & 3 stages of data entry, data validation & 
data verification customizable at each KPI level with an option in-case if any auditor would like to review, they 
can get access to review all data.

Challenges
This platform was required to be integrated with SAP (EPR system) and Gensuite (Safety incident management 
as well as other platform used employee travel etc.) for data collection and proper alignment. 

Modularized Solution from Amplo Global Inc.
With AmploFly4.0 Sustainability module we were able to display the end-to-end process for design & support 
by standard compliant reporting norms from multiple data source through data strategy, integrated inflow, 
and meaningful outflow dashboard. During that process we could produce AmploFly4.0 capability solutions for 
the situation and challenges through detailed FPM stages of Strategic Sustenance Assessment for optimal 
KPIs, reporting, data life cycle having core components, key metrics and outcomes.

Additional Benefits
The framework that AmploFly4.0 provided had AI- led KPI setting and measurement combining compliant 
KPIs and additional KPIs congruent to company’s corporate vision & global operations. An immediate 
improvement of 17% on organizational efficiency was reported. 3
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Sustainability – A large Fashion Retail company reduces landfill 
pollution and establishes circularity by enabling track and trace 
through AmploFly4.0™’s AI based waste modeling

Situation
The company was facing significant issues due to pre and post consumer waste tracking. The Supply Chain and Distribution group could not 
figure out where the issue has been. The overall manufacturing did not establish green sourcing. Plants follow standard processes to make the 
shirts as a FIFO strategy. Amplo Global was called in to investigate the state. 

Contributing Factors
The SKUs were not recycled post consumer use. There has been no Garment tracking post use. End State Garment under 3rd party tracking 
(NGOs, vendors) was missing. Returned items by consumers were not tracked once they were in the warehouse. Strategizing landfilling locally vs. 
long distance was a challenge. 

Challenges
Though very sophisticated, the organization was challenged by end-to-end visibility problems, no real time analysis and no access to 
supplier data. 

Modularized Solution from Amplo Global Inc.
An AmploFly4.0™-led transformation modelled various shirt manufacturing processes with a capability heat map. The platform measured 
the nodes where segregation, collection, 1st level sorting, classification, 2nd level sorting were set up, showing the various options to the 
business users. Showcasing pre and post manufacturing and packaging solutions through AI based waste calculations.

Additional Benefits
As a result of the AmploFly4.0 journey, a new framework was developed to maximize existing technology and automate repetitive and 
mechanical tasks. At every possible permutations of  layouts of the Garments, use of optimization techniques to find the best suitable 
layout of Garments. An immediate benefit of 21% on bottom line was recorded. 
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Supply Chain Management – A large Tier 1 Automotive supplier 
reduces its carbon emission footprint through AmploFly4.0™

Situation
The company was seeking  a robust supply chain control tower model that could accurately predict future supplier relationships and event 
driven-inventory movements. Incorrect inventory positioning had resulted in 5 of the company’s  3-tier suppliers being blacklisted. They also 
looked to incorporate live feeds from Wall Street into a dashboard. 

Contributing Factors
The whole PPAP was failing miserably. The organization could not figure out the issues as the overall plant was running over 83% of efficiency 
and capacity.

Challenges
Though very sophisticated, the organization was challenged by end-to-end visibility problems, no real time analysis and no access to 
supplier data. Enrolled in ESG reporting, not all metrics were coming out in tolerance value. 

Modularized Solution from Amplo Global Inc.
An AmploFly4.0™-led transformation streamlined the supply chain, enhancing company profitability and the overall experience. That 
transformation first focused on enabling real time end to end visibility with Control Tower 4.0, revealing supplier risks and manufacturing 
demand to reduce carbon footprint, reduce freshwater usage and improve safety. 

Additional Benefits
As a result of the AmploFly4.0 journey, a new framework was developed to maximize existing technology and automate repetitive and 
mechanical tasks. The creation of a Balanced Scorecard for measuring and tracking KPIs for employees increased efficiency and improved 
productiveness. User experience scoring confirmed employee satisfaction.  An immediate benefit of 23% on triple bottom line was 
recorded. 
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Use Case : Automotive Plant Use Case
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Thank you.
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